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LETTER FROM THE RECTOR
Delegates of the Model United Nations of the Autonomous University of Yucatan
(UADYMUN) 2021:
I am pleased to welcome you to the VII edition of UADYMUN, an event that is being held
virtually for the second time.
I congratulate you for having decided to participate in this event in which you will learn
various topics of the global agenda while developing many skills such as communication,
negotiation, teamwork, problem-solving, among others.
One of the main objectives of our University is the integral formation of highly competent
international citizens, autonomous, respectful of the rights of others, entrepreneurs, and
promoters of change, with a global perspective, aware of their social responsibility and their
impact on the sustainable development of society. Likewise, we seek to have an intercultural
learning community opened to change, collaboration, and academic exchange, with a global
perspective in which the commitment to sustainable development, inclusion, equality,
promotion of human rights, non-discrimination, and the daily practice of university values
are prioritized.
Therefore, we believe that UADYMUN is an excellent space to contribute to the achievement
of these objectives and to complement the education they receive in their respective
educational programs.
A hearty congratulation to the organizing committee of UADYMUN 2021 for all the effort,
dedication, and commitment to make this event possible. We appreciate their work and
recognize their commitment and responsibility to their education and that of their colleagues.
I urge the participants to make the most of this event, to actively participate in one of the 12
committees, and to come up with creative and innovative solutions to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set forth by the UN.
Congratulations and enjoy UADYMUN 2021.
Dr. José de Jesús Williams
Rector of the Universidad Autonoma de Yucatán
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LETTER FROM GENERAL SECRETARY
Delegate,
You are an essential part of the seventh edition of the Model United Nations of the
Autonomous University of Yucatan, UADYMUN 2021. I welcome you to one of the best
experiences you will ever have.
I am excited to learn that you've decided to take part on the UADYMUN experience, which
not only consists of the committee sessions but in a series of activities that were made for
you, to help you prepare for what will take place in the upcoming days, where it is vital to
investigate, discuss and reflect on international, social and sustainable development issues,
and what better way to learn than doing it while having fun and meeting new people.
Undoubtedly, our generation has decided to be part of the change, but for this to happen,
we must have a responsible conversation about the problems we face every day from
different perspectives. No matter what school year you are in, your age, or what you are
studying, a Model United Nations is for all kinds of people, the diversity of opinions and the
way we specialize in certain areas is what is going to leads us into obtaining a better picture
of the situations through newer and brighter ideas.
If this is your first model, I want to tell you not to let your nerves betray you, the first step has
been to register, all the people who are part of this community have been at the same point
as you, if you have made it this far, make the committee sessions a space for discussion
where you can contribute to all the ideas and help other delegations to seek solutions. If you
already have experience, enjoy it from start to finish, apply all your knowledge and skills to
make the sessions an endless discussion, get to know and listen to the other delegations
because there is always something new to learn, and I hope this isn't your last Model UN.
I recognize the effort of each one of the delegates, secretariat, organizing committee, without
you, this would not be possible. I know each one of you has put all your heart into the making
process of this project.
Embrace, enjoy and make this space into yours so you can raise your voice.
Jacqueline Guadalupe Molina Cen.
UADYMUN 2021 General Secretary
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LETTER FROM THE HIGH LEVEL POLITICAL FORUM (HLPF)
Distinguished delegates,
First and foremost, it is an honor and pleasure for us to welcome you UADY MUN
2021 and to the High Level Political Forum. We are thrilled you’ve let yourselves be part of
something as life-changing as UADY MUN. We have been working hard to give you the best
of the experiences.
We as your dias know how overwhelming these spaces might seem, but at the end
of the day the dedication, the perspective, the hunger to achieve a better world and make a
change in the society we are living, is what have brought us all together, because right now
you have the chance to make a change for yourselves.
The Model United Nations is a world of its own. It is a leading example of solidarity,
excellence, exuberance, and strength. It is a place where people not just get to know each
other, but debate and analyze real life scenarios that hamper the safety of the international
society. The models of the United Nations allow us to learn and acquire experiences.
Starting this moment, it is in your hands to give voice to the causes you’re here to analyze,
to give voice to those who have been silent.
When the United Nations officially came into force on October 24, 1945, it has proven
to be a role model. It was founded with the aim of promoting and achieving peace, resilience
and unity among each other and it has been phenomenal in so many ways. At UADY MUN
you will learn the tools that will make every single one of you become magnificent leaders
and learn more about the true sense of the United Nations. Thereafter, you will be promoting
the values, respect, solidarity and equality that the world needs today.
Is in order to congratulate each and every one of you for making the decision to be
part of the Forum. We’re aware the topic we´ve chosen for you to discuss might seem a little
challenging, but know that we made the decision always keeping you in mind and we’re sure
you’ll be capable of overcoming any obstacles you might find, we trust you and we will be
here to encourage you, assist you and lead you to make this the best of the experiences.
You as delegates will be thinking on your feet throughout this special conference and will
have the faculty and power to represent a nation and ensure their interests and needs,
always being truthful to your delegation and keeping in mind human rights, being aware that
with such a great power comes a great responsibility. We are astonishingly delighted by
your interest in becoming a leading example of how the world needs to be shaped by today’s
generation and future generations. You will leave this year’s conference with empowerment
and with the ability to change the world. We must not forget that in order to see a change in
the world, that change must start with oneself and actions must be taken by every single
one of us in order to see a meaningful and fruitful change in the way we live. We, the High
Level Political Forum, would like to express admiration to you delegates, because without
you, this world stands no chance.
Sincerely,
The Dias of the High Level Political Forum (HLPF)
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HIGH LEVEL POLITICAL FORUM
The High Level Political Forum was founded on July 9, 2013. The first meeting was held in
September 2013. It is a subsidiary organ of the General Assembly and the Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC), and it is the main platform of the United Nations regarding
sustainable development. The meetings take place in different times of the year, it varies
depending on the committee in which it works.
When the High Level Political Forum meets under the auspices of the General
Assembly, it will have to be every four years. The people who will normally attend this
meeting will be the Heads of State and other government officials. The meeting lasts two
days and the goal is to adopt a declaration on sustainable development. Said declaration
will then need to be submitted to the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). When it
meets under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council, attendees will have to meet
every year for 8 full days, including a 3 day ministerial meeting. The attendees of this
meeting are: UN Member States, civil society representatives, UN system entities and other
stakeholders. During these days, the forum will have to create a ministerial declaration.
All UN Member States and specialized agencies will be considered as members of
the forum, as well as the Major Groups and other Stakeholders (MGoS). The latter group
proactively works in the implementation of the Agenda 2030 through projects, advocacy,
different initiatives, knowledge- sharing and it also monitors the implementation, follow up
and review exercise of the Agenda 2030. They normally work with other sectors, like
governments. It is imperative to take into consideration that MGoS are not directly
associated with the UN Secretariat. They are self-coordinated and independent.
The High Level Political Forum plays a key role in the implementation of the Agenda
2030 and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) worldwide. It reviews the way nations
manage to implement the SDGs in their respective countries and it plays a central role —
through the General Assembly resolution 70/299— in providing guidance and follow up on
the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. The funding comes from a Voluntary Trust Fund, which
includes voluntary contributions from UN Member States and funds remaining from the Trust
Fund for Support of the work of CDS.
The objectives that the committee has is to continue working on the implementation
of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs at a national, regional and international level. Members
of the forum can address the meeting with the introduction of a Voluntary National Review
(VNR). These reviews are used with the goal of serving as a basis for the regular reviews of
the forum as a whole. Through a VNR, a country will normally share about the reforms and
political actions that are being undertaken at a national and sub-national level. Other
Member States can intervene with a recommendation of modifying such reforms, or
reinforcing them. They can also propose new political mechanisms to comply with the
implementation of the agenda.
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For committee purposes, the High Level Political Forum will work alongside the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in order to empower refugees
through the use of technology. Children and youth are part of the Major Groups and Other
Stakeholders (MGoS) for it is important that they have the courage to engage in youth
activism with the goal of changing the narrative of refugee social welfare. Technology has
become the bedrock of our worldwide community. Hence, it is imperative that it is used
responsibly and in a good manner, because even though it can solve certain problems, it
could also create others. In the means of changing the narrative of refugees through the use
of technology, the world has witnessed the importance of pressure groups via the digital
world.
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UNHCR CHALLENGE & HLPF
Topics related to refugees are of vital importance in the High Level Political Forum (HLPF).
This is because in the last decades, the world has witnessed many controversial dilemmas
across the globe, thus causing innocent people to flee their country of origin or residence in
order to find a better quality of life. During the last few decades, about 79,6 million people
have been in a situation where they have to leave their country due to domestic problems,
persecution or violence. Throughout the years, the world has been a witness of a substantial
change in technology. The advancement of such a field is hands down one of the most rapid
and challenging in society nowadays. Refugees are facing important challenges in their host
country, thus provoking negative effects in their lifestyle.
For committee purposes, the High Level Political Forum will be displaying a worldclass challenge during committee sessions. The UNHCR Challenge is requesting and
demanding delegates that participate in Model United Nations across the world, in order to
debate principal paradigms related to forced displacement. The best solutions and/or
proposals will be awarded and shared with political actors. We acknowledge that youth
performs a vital position in the means of finding ways to help refugees find a better and more
prosperous life. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has shared
the topics that will be debated in this challenge. The topics that will be debated worldwide
are the following:

●
●
●
●

Refugee people and the impact of COVID-19.
Protect the rights of refugee women.
Support the social inclusion of refugee people.
Empower refugee people through the use of technology.

In the High Level Political Forum, we will work alongside the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in order to empower refugees through the use of
technology. Children and youth are part of the Major Groups and Other Stakeholders
(MGoS) for it is important that they have the courage to engage in youth activism with the
goal of changing the narrative of refugee social welfare. Technology has become the
bedrock of our worldwide community. Hence, it is imperative that it is used responsibly and
in a good manner, because even though it can solve certain problems, it could also create
others. In the means of changing the narrative of refugees through the use of technology,
the world has witnessed the importance of pressure groups via the digital world.
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TOPIC: THE ROLE OF YOUTH ACTIVISM AND MEDIA PORTRAYAL IN CHANGING
THE NARRATIVE OF REFUGEE SOCIAL WELFARE
The role of activism regarding human rights is a crucial one. Thanks to the rise of social
media, it is now easier than ever to spread information and create content in different types
of media. Thus, millions of young voices have been fighting to create a platform and bring
attention towards global injustices, as well as protecting and guaranteeing the integrity and
safety of vulnerable groups. Because of this, there has been a change in the narrative about
refugees and the outside world’s perception of them.
Social media has played a key role in contributing to expand the knowledge of the
situation of these people around the world. However, it does not always provide an organic
perspective or honest opinion, which might prevent us from reaching full awareness of the
true concerns and difficulties of mobility.
Unfortunately, certain political positions and values may threaten the integrity of
people fleeing conflicts and seeking asylum, putting them in a compromising position, often
inflicting fear and an unsafe environment. This is often the result of ethnicity and race,
religion, income, language centered prejudice-based narratives.
This can lead to violence and direct threats to the safety and welfare of people in
mobility situations. More practically, advocating on behalf of refugees, fundraising and
lobbying can all depend on prevailing public and political attitudes towards refugees. This is
also affecting information sources, given the concerning number of attempts to jeopardize
activists and journalists’ career and safety. These people are actively risking their lives and
wellbeing to expose inequalities and provide trustworthy news around the globe.
Our goals include reducing unsafe environments, lessening discrimination and
defining social media and young activism as a way to protect the integrity and dignity of
refugees, helping them overcome their past, tell their stories and bring light to the problem,
as well as finding new mechanisms to reincorporate them into society, in a dignified, proper
way.
It is crucial for this to be discussed as an important problematic, because the multi
leveled exclusion and discrimination refugees face recquires immediate action. The forum
has decided to take a stand against discrimination, providing a safe space to come up with
solutions and methods to reduce and even hopefully eradicate any and all actions that may
threaten refugees, and provide them with the help they need, all while leading them towards
an optimal development. International cooperation is most needed in order to achieve a
common goal and overcome challenges together.
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The problem has not been addressed the way it needs to be, thanks to the censorship
of information, and its consequent invisibilization. However, the implementation of internet
portals in social media has been crucial to develop and incorporate refugees into society,
UNHCR has updated data about the particular situations in every country, there are NGOs
and International Programs such as Amnesty International that have restlessly worked to
boost and prepare spaces for refugees welfare. Nevertheless, there are still not enough
partnerships to provide the people who are raising their voice and protesting to eliminate
racism, the protection they need. Every day, hundreds of young journalists and activists are
silenced and it is a must to create safe spaces and guarantee a healthy, inclusive, regulated
and respectful narrative to inform correctly and assure all human rights of refugees.
The goal is to find youth activism as an opportunity to visibilize the problematic
and raise awareness on how the toxic and harmful narratives attempt to the social
development and inclusion of refugees. Keeping in mind, it is in the functions and powers of
the forum to promote and ensure the development of a sustainable society. Delegates will
be forced to think on their feet throughout the conference. Participants in the forum will
familiarize with the importance that pressure groups have nowadays in our society. The
solutions that they make will be on a national and international level, for it is important that
they understand the way their assigned country tackles the problematic and undertakes
actions that strengthen the role of youth activism and media portrayal in changing the
narrative of refugee social welfare. The forum truly believes that the future we want can be
achieved through the intervention of youth and media support.
The United Nations has recently launched the "UN Strategy and Plan of Action on
Hate Speech", to robust UN actions that address the causes of hate speech, and the impact
that such speech has within societies. Among other measures, the strategy includes
monitoring and analyzing data, using technology, and engaging with new and traditional
media. It also encourages more research on the relationship between the misuse of the
Internet and social media for spreading hate speech, and the factors that drive individuals
towards violence.
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GUIDE QUESTIONS
1. How does your country tackle this problem at a national and regional level?
2. What are your assigned country’s priorities when dealing with refugees? How do
these relate to the 2030 Agenda?
3. How are professional media personnel (e.g journalists, video engineers, news
anchor people) treated in your assigned country? Are they protected by the law? Do
these workers have unions or other syndicalized institutions that protect them?
4. Does your assigned country offer any definition and/or sanction for hate crimes in its
constitution or any other legal document? Are there specific governmental bodies or
officials that actively work on these situations?
5. What is your assigned country’s position towards refugees? Are there any specific
governmental bodies or officials that actively protect them or provide them with aid?
Are they mentioned in your assigned country’s constitution or any other legal
document?
6. Does your assigned country have refugees of its own? What percentage of the
population needs humanitarian assistance/classified as refugees?
7. What does your assigned country define as a refugee? Is a proper definition provided
in its legal documents?
8. What is the state of censorship in your assigned country? Are there any regulations
on the media/news coverage that can be published?
9. Does your country actively protect or recognize free speech?

GLOSSARY
UN and MUN terminology
1. Caucus: The way in which the entire discussion is segmented. Caucuses are smaller
debates or plenaries designated to specific topics or actions. They are divided into two:
Moderated caucuses, which follow a strict protocol and are generally used for debate
purposes; and Unmoderated caucuses, which are slightly looser protocol-wise and are
mostly (but not exclusively) used for the drafting of the working papers.
2. Directives: Document used by the crisis committee to establish solutions to the different
crises that arise during the debate.
3. Economic sanctions: Economic, financial, and commercial penalty applied to a state
by other nations.
4. Floor: the plenary used to engage with the debate. Whenever the moderation indicates
that the floor is open, delegates may participate by introducing a motion.
5. Motion: actions and phrases used in specific circumstances. The main way for
delegates to interact with the debate proceedings.
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6. Official communiqués: A speech used by the moderation of the crisis committee to
announce to delegations a specific crisis to be discussed.
7. Position paper: The document used in UADYMUN committees (with the exception of
the Press Corps which is a Research Paper) in which each delegation makes its main
points regarding each topic.
8. Resolution: The document containing the solutions proposed by the Council. This
document must be approved by the Presidency, the Secretary General and the Council
(in UNICEF a General Report is made and in the Crisis Committee a series of Directives
are made).
9. Roll call: the moment in which the Conference official will call out each delegation to
see if they are present at the meeting.
10. Signatories: Delegations that are in favor of a draft resolution and vote in favor.
11. Speakers’ List: the order established for delegations to address the council at the time
of establishing an opening statement.
12. Subsidiary organs: Organs within the United Nations which are dependent on other
organs higher up in the organization chart.
13. The Chair: The authority within the sessions. The chair oversees the flow of the debate,
and it is comprised of the conference official, the moderation, and the presidency.
14. United Nations Charter: International treaty which established the United Nations and
served to outline its internal constitution.
15. Veto: Right of the permanent 5 in the Security Council to discard any draft resolution.
16. Working Paper: The document in which all delegations or a group of delegations outline
the proposed solutions for the topic. It is written on the latter half of the sessions, and it
serves as the main outline for the eventual resolution.
17. Yield the time: Transfer the remaining speaking time of a delegation to something else.
Mostly used during the opening speeches, where a delegate may have the option to
yield their time to questions, to the chair, or to another delegation.
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Terminology related to the topics

1. Activism: the policy or action of using vigorous campaigning to bring about
political or social change.
2. Discrimination: the unjust or prejudicial treatment of different categories of people
or things, especially on the grounds of race, age, or sex.
3. Hate Speech: any kind of communication, in speech, writing, or behavior, that
attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory language regarding a person or a group
based on who they are, in other words, based on their religion, ethnicity, nationality,
race, color, descent, gender or other identity factors.
4. Human mobility: It makes reference to movements rather than groups that made
them and the places where they occurred in a period of time.
5. Journalism: the activity or profession of writing for newspapers, magazines, or news
websites or preparing news to be broadcast.

6. Political Opinion: the aggregate of individual attitudes or beliefs held by the adult
population. It can also be defined as the complex collection of opinions of many
different people and the sum of all their views.
7. Racism: prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against a person or
people on the basis of their membership in a particular racial or ethnic group, typically
one that is a minority or marginalized. It can also be the belief that different races
possess distinct characteristics, abilities, or qualities, especially so as to distinguish
them as inferior or superior to one another.
8. Refugee: people fleeing armed conflict or persecution.
Their situation is often so perilous and intolerable that they cross national borders to
seek safety in nearby countries, and thus become internationally recognized as
"refugees" with access to assistance from States, UNHCR, and other organizations.
9. Xenophobia: prejudice and dislike of people from different nations, commonly as a
result of feelings of superiority from a group.
RECOMMENDED READING
•
•

Report:
Empowering
refugees
through
technology
(UNHCR),
https://www.unhcr.org/5fc126394.pdf
Report: Changing the Narrative: Media Representation of Refugees and Migrants in
Europe
(CCME
&
WACC),
https://www.refugeesreporting.eu/wp12

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

content/uploads/2017/10/Changing_the_Narrative_Media_Representation_of_Refu
gees_and_Migrants_in_Europe.pdf
Article: “Refugee Voices”, New Social Media and Politics of Representation: Young
Congolese in the Diaspora and Beyond (Marie Godin et al.),
https://repository.uel.ac.uk/download/998ee97b49628dd9d3848718f2e1cd1f40ae1
4c81b95e64dc0c983db05a1b6c8/274686/Dona_Refugee%20Voices.pdf
Article: Media and their role in shaping public attitudes towards migrants (Victoria
Danilova),
https://gcm.unu.edu/publications/articles/media-and-their-role-inshaping-public-attitudes-towards-migrants.html
Report: High Level Political Forum on Sustainable Development (Sustainable
Development
Goals
Knowledge
Platform),
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/hlpf
Article: Refugees are not the crisis. It’s the narratives we tell about them. (UNHCR),
https://www.unhcr.org/innovation/refugees-are-not-the-crisis-its-the-narratives-wetell-about-them/
Article: Report urges media to change refugee narrative (WACC),
https://waccglobal.org/report-urges-media-to-change-refugee-narrative/
Article: The storytelling formats that are changing the narrative on migration
(Ciobanu),
https://www.journalism.co.uk/news/the-storytelling-formats-that-arechanging-the-narrative-on-migration/s2/a702268/
Report: Media coverage of the “refugee crisis”: A cross- European perspective
(Georgiou et al.), https://rm.coe.int/media-coverage-of-the-refugee-crisis-a-crosseuropean-perspective/16807338f7
Article: The UN’s Together Campaign: Changing the Migrant Narrative (Chauvel),
https://www.socialconnectedness.org/the-uns-together-campaign-changing-themigrant-narrative/

REFERENCES
•
•

•

UNHCR.
(n.d).
Empowering
refugees
through
technology. https://www.unhcr.org/5fc126394.pdf
Sustainable Development Goals Knowledge Platform. (n.d.). High-level Political
Forum .:. Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform. Department of Economic
and Social Affairs Sustainable Development United Nations. Retrieved May 16,
2021, from https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/hlpf
Sustainable Development Goals Knowledge Platform. (n.d.). About Major Groups
and other stakeholders .:. Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform.
Department of Economic and Social Affairs Sustainable Development United
Nations. Retrieved May 16, 2021, from https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/mgos
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GUIDE I: POSITION PAPER
These IV guidelines do not apply to the UNICEF, Press Corps and Crisis Committees, for
these three committees review their respective manuals.
The Position Paper is the written statement in which each delegate clearly and
concisely sets out its country's position on the issues before the committee and the solutions
it wishes to promote in this regard. It includes both the general context of the issue and the
main information relating to the State the delegate represents. The drafting of the document
is fundamental to the Model, as it allows a delegate to organize itself with the research tasks
and to gather relevant information that can be used in the sessions. It also serves to inform
both the chair and the other delegates of the possible solutions that each delegate can bring
to the discussion.
Format and content
The format of the document is as follows:
1. Use the UADYMUN Position Paper Template provided by the chair;
2. Fill in the delegate and committee name information;
3. Verify that the margins are set to top 4 cm, bottom 2.54 cm, left 2.54 cm, right
2.54 cm (to do this, on the Word toolbar go to the layout section and locate the
margin settings);
4. Use Arial 11 font with multiple line spacing at 1.15;
5. Check that the wording is in the third person ("the delegate thinks that...");
6. Verify that the length per topic is one page, maximum two pages, giving a total
of a maximum of four pages per document without including references.
The content of the document is as follows (one paragraph can be written per item):
1. Introduction: It should be concise and explain the topic in a general way and
identify the main elements (the aim is to present a global vision of the topic, which
may include related international actions such as resolutions, treaties, etc. or
specify the relevance of the topic for the international community);
2. Relationship of the country to the issue: Seeks to set out the official position
of the country's government on the issue in question, including some of the
policies it has adopted. To do this, delegates can research official country
documents that support the position. (their success or failure can be shared in
the sessions).
3. Solutions: Seeks to list the country's main solutions according to documents,
national priorities, and the committee's powers and limitations;
4. General statement: Seeks to conclude the document by clearly identifying the
nation's current position on the issue. In this paragraph, delegates can also state
their expectations for the committee's work;
5. References: Seek to follow the APA Standards 7th. Edition. delegates should
cite within the text (not footnotes) and at the end of the two topics list their
references from reliable sources specifying the division between the two topics.
(To make the URLs look more aesthetic you can use the bit.ly URL shortener).
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Evaluation Criteria
Each position paper will be evaluated based on the following criteria:
1. Punctuality: Deliver the document to the chair's official e-mail address on the
date previously communicated;
2. Format: The format follows the indications and is easy to read;
3. Content: The introduction to the topic, the country's relationship to the topic, the
solutions, and the conclusion can be clearly identified;
4. Viable solution proposals: An understanding of the issue and the country's
position has resulted in relevant and viable solution proposals;
5. References: Use APA Standards 7th. Edition, reliable sources and at least one
official document of the country;
6. Grammar and language: The grammar is correct and the language used is
inclusive*.
There are some important phrases and vocabulary that are used to achieve
respectful, diplomatic and inclusive language. For example:
Instead of...
War
Black
Army
Disabled
Third world
country

country,

Use...
Armed conflict
Person of African descent, African, African
American
Armed Forces
People with disabilities
developed Growing economy

Finally, each position paper is the result of exhaustive research, its drafting provides
a better understanding of the country and the intricacies of its foreign policy. However, it
does not seek to explain an excess of information, as the text should be brief. During the
sessions, there will be an opportunity to share the knowledge acquired. Similarly, the chair
will be available to answer any questions that arise with the position paper.
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POSITION PAPER SAMPLE

Delegate: Republic of Fiji
Economic and Social Council Committee
Topic A: Combating Climate Change through the Green Economy
In the same spirit as United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres, Fiji views
climate change as the most important systemic threat not only to the country but to humanity
as a whole (UN, 2018), as it possesses enough power to impact key efforts such as human
development, poverty alleviation, ecosystem management, international security, among
others, which not only threaten the future of the country, but also national and international
economies as they seek solutions to the problem. When countries seek alternatives, they
often encounter barriers that, instead of easing the path, make it more complicated, so they
choose to continue on their current course rather than embark on new options that challenge
their economies. It is imperative that the Economic and Social Council act as an ally in the
search for solutions that promote climate adaptation in economic terms, so that it can be
presented as a possibility for all countries rather than as a considerable expense. That is
why Fiji strongly believes that all countries must propose solutions that will enable a
transition to an economic model that supports both international trade and the environment.
Fiji's relationship with climate change is a very clear and high priority. According to
the World Bank (2000), some of the most significant problems for the country's society and
economy include, increasing rates of disease as temperatures rise; increasingly severe and
destructive storms and weather patterns; and disruption to agriculture from saltwater
intrusion into farmland. Thus, economically speaking revitalizing agriculture and promoting
food security are key objectives of the government (WTO, 2016). However, these factors
alone contribute to damages reaching $52 million per year (UN, 2017), causing problems
when it comes to funding solutions. This is why the United Nations is right in stating that
climate adaptation financing schemes are key at the global level (UNDP, 2021). Likewise,
within the framework of international initiatives such as the Global Environment Facility, the
Green Climate Fund or the Vulnerable Climate Forum, the Government of the Republic of
Fiji (2018) is participating in the conversation with the aim of finding the most efficient
solutions to make climate adaptation financially possible.
It is for all of the above, that hand in hand with the recommendations of the fifth report
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014) and the national priorities
set out in the Government of the Republic of Fiji's National Adaptation Plan (2018), the
country considers as viable solutions:
1. Economic and Financial Solutions: such as the application of existing and
emerging economic instruments that encourage climate adaptation by providing
incentives to anticipate and reduce impacts (especially on agriculture and food
security). These may include public-private financing partnerships, loans, payments
for environmental services, improved resource prices, fees and subsidies, standards
and regulations, and risk sharing and risk transfer mechanisms.
2. Research and Development (R&D) solutions: such as the creation of studies that
estimate the overall cost of adaptation, as well as financing and investment.
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Finally, as the World Bank (2000) has designated, island countries, of which Fiji is
one, play a key role in the so-called "no regrets policy" aimed at reducing current vulnerability
to extreme weather events. This strengthened focus on optimal adaptation strategies and
economic analysis can reinforce the idea that it is possible for all countries to contribute to
a broader green economy. It is under these premises that the Fiji delegate seeks to work
together with the other delegates on the committee with the aim of proposing more creative,
innovative and efficient solutions.
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GUIDE II: IN-SESSION DISCUSION

It is of priority importance to clarify that the purpose of the Model is that through diplomatic
dialogue, negotiation and leadership skills, delegates work together to solve the issues
raised during the debate through speeches on a given topic, with the objective of arriving at
a document called a resolution, which encompasses the main ideas and solutions to that
topic.
Introduction
• This first part, which generally covers the first and the beginning of the second
session, serves to set the Topic and allow delegates to make their initial comments.
• Throughout the Model, the chair will be in charge of overseeing and enabling the
functioning of the debate, to understand the different positions and responsibilities
of the members, see the UADYMUN 2021 Virtual Protocol.
• During sessions, delegates may use motions that allow them to take specific actions
within the committee:

1. Procedural motion: to set agenda, establish caucus (moderate/moderate),
adjourn, introduce possible draft resolution, close debate (most commonly
used motion).
2. Motion of personal privilege (either in the forum or by diplomatic note) to
leave the room, remove jacket, adjust temperature, drink water, ask another
delegate to raise its voice, add to Speakers' List.
• "delegate of Spain: Motion of personal privilege to plug in my
computer charger".
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3.
Motion of parliamentary doubt: for questions to the chair concerning protocol or
the course of the debate or for advice on the conduct of the debate and other relevant
matters.
4.
Point of order: to notify the table of some mistake or error in the protocol or its
functions.
5.
Questioning motion (with option of brief preamble): to ask questions about a
specific delegate's position, documents or speeches, which has the following process for
introduction:
1. "Motion to question delegate X":
2. The moderator asked if any other delegates had further questions;
3. The delegate requesting the Motion asks its question with the right
to a follow-up question;
4. The General Committee will ask the delegate concerned whether
it wishes to reply. If it does, it will have one and a half minutes;
5. If not, any other delegate wishing to ask a question may do so;
6. In the same vein, the General Committee would ask again whether
the delegate in question wished to reply; if not, the debate would
continue.
• When any delegate wishes to take the floor, it should do so through one of the
motions by raising its hand.
• When voting on a motion, the table will notify delegates of the process to be used,
either by using only the show of hands reaction when indicated by the Moderator; or
by using the green tick reaction when in favor and the red cross reaction when
opposed, this reaction to be held and removed as indicated by the table.
• Only the personal privilege motion can be introduced at any time, all other motions
must wait for moderation to open the forum.
• Motions of personal privilege, points of order, and parliamentary doubt may be sent
through diplomatic notes.
• All motions pass with a simple majority (50% + 1) vote in favor (with the exception of
the procedural motion to close debate which requires 2/3 in favor).
• delegates should note that as the last minutes of a session approach, it is necessary
to conclude the session by a "procedural motion" (waiting for the moderator to say
"Establish") "to adjourn. This motion is voted on and requires a simple majority (50%
+ 1).
• The clerk's office will visually notify when a delegate has 15 seconds remaining on
the speaking time of a Speakers'' list or moderated caucus. If the time is exceeded,
the moderator shall interrupt the delegate's speech.
1) Opening statement by the chair
• The chair introduces itself, expresses its expectations of the event and announces
general announcements.
2) Roll Call
• The clerk calls the roll in alphabetical order at the beginning of each session. A
person from the delegate responds: "The delegate...is present and voting.
o If the delegate enters late, it may notify by means of a diplomatic note.
• The presiding officer will then yield the floor to the Chair to officially open the session.
3) Agenda setting
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1. Motion: After roll call, the Moderator will open the "delegates forum is open, are
there any motions on it? At this time, the only acceptable motion is
2. a "procedural motion" (waiting for the Moderator to say "establish"), "to set the
agenda in favor of item A/B".
3. Second: The moderator then asks if there is a delegate seconding the motion (in
favor). The table will identify these two delegates.
4. Initial Vote: The Moderator conducts the vote both for and against. If there is a
unanimous yes vote, the motion automatically passes. If not, the table will identify
the first two people to vote against it.
1. In the specific case of the High Level Political Forum committee which has
only one item, delegates will stop at this step and the voting decision will be
final. However, the only option available is for the item to be approved,
however, delegates wishing to say that they are against can do so, but being
aware that the item will still be established.
5. Provisional Speakers' List: After the vote, the Moderation will automatically open
a provisional list for the four identified persons to justify in one minute the reasons
why the topic for which they voted should be opened, for this the table will notify
which delegate starts and then which follows: "delegate of Germany pass to the
podium", "delegate of Spain to get ready".
1. In this discourse, you are not allowed to mention the other topic. You cannot
say "this topic is much better than the other one" or "we should open the other
topic".
6. Final Vote: At the end of the provisional list, another vote is taken, if there is a
majority in favor the proposed topic is set, if there is a majority against the other topic
is set. The moderation will officially announce the topic that has been voted on,
"delegates we are discussing the topic...".
4) Speakers' List
• Once the topic is established, the moderator opens the forum "delegates the forum
is open, are there any motions on it, where the only acceptable motion is a
"procedural motion" (waiting for the moderator to say "establish"), "to open the
Speakers' List".) This motion passes automatically and does not require a vote or
second. In this list, delegates will briefly express their expectations, positions, and
proposals for the topic and the future work of the committee.
• The mover of the motion goes first, all other delegates wishing to be added must be
notified according to the process communicated by the table, either using the show
of hands reaction or through a personal privilege motion sent in a diplomatic note.
• The speaking time for the roll call is one and a half minutes. If a delegate runs over
time, the chair will ask the delegate to conclude the speech, but if there is time left
over, the following options are available:
1. Cede time to the table: time is discarded (this is the most common);
2. Give the time to another delegate: the delegate decides whether to accept
or not (when finished, the time cannot be given again);
3. Allow time for points of questioning: other delegates may ask questions
(the time taken by another delegate to ask the question to the person who
gave the speech is not counted, the time runs from the time the question is
answered).
1. If time permits, it is possible to ask up to two or more questions, but most
often only one.
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This type of speech is a very brief one, so it is recommended that you write one
especially for this list and do not read your position paper. For a speech example
see Guide IV: Speech for the Speakers' List.

Development
• This second part, covering most of the sessions, from the second to about the
seventh, serves to first share relevant information and discuss solutions to the issue
through moderated caucuses, and then to draft this information into a possible draft
resolution through immoderate caucuses.
• A moderate caucus takes about 10-15 minutes, an immoderate caucus takes about
10-15 minutes at the beginning, at the time of writing it can be as long as 30 minutes.
• It is important to establish clear and concise caucus titles related to the topic, as
many are not convincing because they do not meet these characteristics.
• Throughout the debate, it is possible to make use of other motions such as personal
privilege, points of order, parliamentary doubt and questioning.
• Both moderate and immoderate caucuses can only be extended three times to the
same length and with the same name. To do this, delegates propose a "procedural
motion" (wait for moderation to say "establish"), to extend the previous caucus to X
minutes, X minutes/seconds per speaker to discuss....".
1) Introduction to the topic
• This first section begins at the end of the Speakers' List when the moderator
announces "delegates the forum is open, are there any motions in the forum?" and
generally covers sessions 2 and 3, and most of session 4.
• Usually at the beginning, a delegate sets up a facilitated caucus for the purpose of
introducing the topic, either to contextualize, set priorities, identify definitions, or
mention its importance and timeliness. To do this, a delegate establishes a
"procedural motion" (expect the moderator to say "establish"), "to establish a
moderated caucus of X minutes, X minutes/seconds per speaker to discuss ....".
1. Then a vote is taken and if there is a simple majority (50% + 1) in favour the
caucus is opened, if there is no majority it is not opened and is returned to
the forum for other motions to be proposed.

•

•

It is possible to introduce a 15-minute immoderate caucus in the first sessions with
the objective of setting the course of the debate and identifying a list of moderated
caucuses to be discussed. To do this the proposing delegate should establish an
"immoderate caucus" (expect the moderator to say "establish"), "to establish an
immoderate caucus of X minutes for the purpose of setting the course of the debate".
This option can be useful when more than three caucuses in a row do not open.
In the event that a course of debate cannot be established, delegates continue to
propose moderated caucuses with the aim of discussing relevant sub-topics of the
issue that are key to the resolution.

2) Delimitation of blocks and solutions
• After 10-15 moderated caucuses on sub-topics relevant to the issue, delegates can
establish different blocks depending on the aspects they want to focus on in order to
seek an efficient division of labour. This section generally falls between the end of
session 4, session 5 and the beginning of session 6.
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1. Geographical Blocks: Europe, America, Oceania, Africa and Asia;
2. Economic Blocs: MERCOSUR, ASEAN, TEMEC, TPP, EU, SAARC;
3. Axes (according to the way it affects the problem). For example,
Topic for discussion: Addressing the social effects of drug trafficking,
Axes: Consumer Countries, Transit Countries, Producer Countries;
4. Pillars (according to the solutions throughout the discussion). For example,
Pillars: Short, medium, and long term measures;
Pillars: Economic, political, social, etc. solutions.
The delegates can make moderated caucuses according to the division of their
blocks or continue with the different sub-topics. However, at this point the content of
the speeches changes from a preambulatory character to a resolutive one, that is,
they begin to provide solutions to the issue.
It is recommended that in this part the delegates are writing down the solutions in a
document. Once all the solutions that the delegates consider necessary have been
expressed, the drafting of the possible draft resolution begins.

3) Drafting of the possible draft resolution
• This third section, generally covering session 6 and most of session 7, is for
delegates to divide into teams (and may use the small zoom rooms), according to
their blocks through immoderate caucuses of 15-30 min, in order to begin drafting
the previously discussed information into the correct language of a resolution
(preambulatory and operative).
• A good time to know when to start drafting a possible draft resolution is to consider
that you already have them:
1. Sufficient caucuses on preambulatory topics: this content being
descriptive is mostly included in the preambulatory sentences (in case
solutions were discussed in this section, they are put with operative
sentences).
2. Enough caucuses on solutions: this content being resolutive is included in
the operative sentences.
• To begin drafting, delegates can be divided either into block teams according to
division or using any other preferred form of organization.
• The possible draft resolution should consist of approximately 20 preambulatory
clauses and 20 operative clauses. For the time being, the official format is not
necessary.
• In order for all delegates to have access to the document, the table will provide the
link to be used. In this way, even if there is division by teams, all delegates will be
able to see each other's work and make any necessary comments.
• It is recommended that after a team finishes the writing part of its draft, it should
begin to read the work of the others to make observations. Likewise, the Mesa will
be monitoring and giving suggestions to the project.
• After the drafting of all clauses has been completed, delegates will post the official
resolution format (see Draft Resolution Example) for the chair to read and approve
during an impromptu caucus.
• For a better understanding of the requirements for a possible draft resolution see
Guide III: Draft Resolution.

Conclusion
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This third part generally covers the end of session 7 and the whole of session 8, and
serves to follow the whole process related to the reading, revision and voting of the
draft resolution.

1) Introduction and reading of the resolution
• Once the Board has approved the potential draft resolution and the immoderate
caucus has concluded, the moderation will open the forum where the only acceptable
motion is a procedural motion "to introduce the potential draft resolution", this motion
does not require a vote and passes automatically.
• The chair will then give the floor to the delegate or group of delegates previously
elected by the whole committee to read out the resolution while it is being screened.
• At this point, the other delegates listen attentively and note any spelling mistakes,
corrections or observations they deem necessary.
• From this point on, the term possible is no longer used and becomes "The Draft
Resolution".
2) Final Reviews
1. Mandatory Moderation: Once the resolution has been read, the moderator
automatically opens a mandatory 10-minute Moderation Caucus with the
possibility of an extension, with the objective of highlighting spelling mistakes,
corrections or observations previously noted by the delegates in the resolution.
2. Immoderate: Afterwards, the moderation will suggest that if necessary, an
immoderate caucus be opened for 15 minutes with the possibility of an extension,
with the objective of making the necessary modifications to the document.
3) Voting
• At the end of the caucus, the moderator opens the forum where the only acceptable
motion will be a procedural motion to "close debate". This motion needs to be voted
on and have 2/3 of the committee in favor. If there are those against, two in favor
and two against may come to the podium to justify why debate should or should not
be closed.
• If the motion passes, the moderator announces that the debate is closed and
proceeds automatically to vote on the draft resolution in two rounds:
1. For, against or with right of explanation
2. For, against, and those who previously voted with the right of explanation will
explain the justification of their vote either for or against.
• To be adopted the resolution needs a simple majority (50% + 1). If rejected,
delegates will return to the drafting section of the possible draft resolution to continue
working on a document that is favourable to delegates. If the resolution is accepted,
the moderation will open the forum notifying that the draft amendments have been
initiated.
• In the specific case of the Security Council committee, for a resolution to be
approved, it must obtain at least 9 approving votes and no member of the 5
permanent members must vote against it. Similarly, any of the 5 has the right of veto
and if only one of them uses it, the resolution is annulled.
4) Amendments
• When the moderator opens the forum and gives notice that the amendment project
begins, the only acceptable motion is a "motion of personal privilege" for the purpose
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of "introducing an amendment," which seeks to make a change to a specific part of
the resolution, and the process for introducing it is as follows:
1. Moderation opens the forum;
2. A delegate states "motion of personal privilege" (wait for moderation to say
"establish"), "to establish an amendment";
3. The moderator gives the floor to the delegate to explain its amendment;
4. A vote is taken requiring a simple majority (50% + 1) to pass;
5. If there is not a simple majority (50% + 1), the delegate that proposed the
amendment
can justify its reasons in less than one minute, then a
delegate that is against
can pass
for a speech of less than one
minute as well;
6. The vote is taken again;
7. Depending on the result, it is whether or not it is modified in the resolution.
This process is repeated according to the number of amendments, and when there
are no more amendments, the moderator will announce the existence of the
resolution document, and then give the floor to the chair for a speech.
The Chair then withdraws from the Committee to submit the resolution to the General
Secretariat, while delegates wait patiently.
If rejected, delegates must return to the caucuses to make corrections. If approved,
the chair makes a final speech and the meeting is adjourned for the last time, thus
concluding the Model, "Procedural Motion" "To Adjourn".

GUIDE III: DRAFT RESOLUTION
The draft resolution is the central objective of the work done in the sessions, since it
manages to capture the information and solutions discussed in the committee. For this
reason, only one draft resolution is made on a single topic. It is important that when drafting
it, consensus, unanimity and equal participation among all delegates is sought and not
limited to the drafting of only one or one group.
While only one document is delivered at the end, in drafting it, delegates are
encouraged to divide into working groups to facilitate the process. These groups can be
based on geographic, economic, axes, pillars, or any other form of organization. During this
stage, it is not necessary to use the official format and it is recommended that in order to
identify each clause more easily, the symbology (CP#) for preambulatory clause and CO#
for operative clause be used. When the document is delivered, delegates should not forget
to remove this type of symbology and use the official numbering.
Structure
The format of a resolution depends on each committee and the chair will provide the
Draft Resolution Template. However, each draft resolution has a unique symbol at the top
right of the document or on the cover page, to identify what the elements would be according
to your committee, review the UN Documentation Research Guide.

1. Heading: The first section specifies the main body to which the committee responds;
that it is of limited distribution (Distr. Limited), the date on which the resolution is
signed and the language in which it is written (Original: Spanish).
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1. In the second section, put the full name of the committee, the number of
sessions they are in (check the latest number on the committee's website,
specify the dates on which the sessions were held, specify whether agenda
item 1 or 2 was discussed (Agenda Item 1), fill in the title of the item. At the
bottom include the titles that are requested.

2.
Preambulatory clauses: These refer to the "what and why" of the issue. They serve
as an introduction and justification as to why it is important for the committee to discuss the
issue, and also outline relevant past international actions, highlighting past documents,
treaties, agreements, goals, resolutions, and even the related Sustainable Development
Goals or the principles of international law they safeguard.
a.
They are short (between 2-4 lines), are written in italics, should not be numbered
and end with a comma.

3.
Operational clauses: These refer to the "how and when" of the problem. They
serve to offer viable solutions to the content presented in the preambulatory clauses (if at
the beginning you write a clause that emphasizes the fact that one in three women have
been victims of intimate partner violence, in this section you would write the specific ways
in which this issue would be addressed.
a.
In practice there are more operatives than preambulatories, since only one
preambulatory can be justified or answered by more than one operative (more solutions
than problems);
b.
These clauses begin with active verbs in the present tense, which are usually
stronger words than those used in preambulatory clauses;
c.
They are characterized by being of medium to long length (between 3-6 lines), are
written in normal font, must be numbered, and end with a semicolon, except for the last
clause, which ends with a period;
d.
In this type of clause it is possible to use sub-clauses if you want to list more
specific information about the problem.
At the beginning of each clause, depending on whether it is preambulatory or
operative, there should be a sentence in italics, which provides a tone of inflection and
delegates should be aware of this. For example, with the exception of the Security Council
and the Crisis Committee, the other committees cannot impose solutions on countries, and
therefore the language and tone of inflection used should reflect that (it is not the same to
say "demands" as "recommends"). Similarly, it is the committee that is the voice of the
resolution (i.e. "the HRC committee affirming...").
Preambulatory sentences Operational phrases

Warning with approval
Warning with concern
Affirming
Alarmed by
Approving

Accept
Host
It also resolves
He affirms
Encourages
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Seeking
Aware of
Considering
Trusting that
Beholding
Convinced that
Believing
Declaring
Deploring
Wishing
Emphasizing
Waiting for
Estimating
Expressing appreciation for
Expressing grave concern
Realizing
Strongly convinced
Gravely concerned
Guided by
Having adopted
Having considered
Having studied
Having examined
Having noted
Having received
Regretting
Watching
Fully alarmed
Fully concerned
Concerned about
Reaffirming
Taking into account
Taking into account

Anima
Support
Authorizes
It also invites
Convenes
Condemnation
Confirm
Consider
Decide
Declares
State cautiously
Deplores
Designates
Highlight
Praise
Estimate
He urges
Expresses its appreciation
He expresses his hope
Expresses its appreciation
Emphasizes
Calls for
Urges once again
Invites
Call
See
Ask for
Reaffirms
Reject
Recommend
Acknowledges
Remember
Resolves

Also, it is very important that delegates are aware of the powers, limitations and
practices of their committee within the resolutions and working papers (a resolution on the
environment in UNEP is not the same as a resolution on Human Rights).
Finally, it is mandatory that all information in the draft resolution has been previously
discussed and worked on in the Model sessions, as draft resolutions previously written
outside of the sessions will not be accepted. Also, the content must be original and
plagiarism will not be tolerated. With the exception of "agreed language" that is repeated
throughout a committee's resolutions. Likewise, the chair will be available to address any
questions that arise with the position paper.
DRAFT RESOLUTION EXAMPLE
Resolution made by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) at UADYMUN 2020:
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GUIDE IV: SPEECH FOR THE SPEAKERS'' LIST
At the beginning of the Model, any delegate that notifies the chair will have the opportunity
to participate in the Speaker List where, in less than a minute and a half, they will
communicate their position on the issue in question. For this speech to be successful and
efficient, it is not enough to read the position paper aloud, as it does not have the ideal format
of a speech. Instead, it is recommended that you draw from the position paper to write a
speech that is more appropriate for the task.
Features
Some characteristics to take into account when writing and delivering the speech
are:
1. Brevity: In the Speakers' List you will hear a lot of speeches, so it is essential that
the information is concise and that each word serves a purpose. In this way, it will
be attractive to the other delegates (quality over quantity).
2. Clarity: It is essential that delegates are able to understand the ideas and proposals
of the speech in a clear manner. It is therefore recommended that, during the speech,
overly technical language be avoided in favour of a more understandable tone.
3. Order: Another important element to make the speech engaging, not sound
monotonous and easy to remember is to stick to a defined structure. In this way,
each sentence serves a specific purpose and avoids straying off on a less relevant
tangent.
Structure
A good structure to consider when writing a speech is the following (however,
delegates are free to design their speeches as they see fit):
1. Greeting: To the people the delegate deems necessary;
2. Opening statement: General introduction to the topic and its importance;
3. Relationship of the country to the topic: Relevant aspects for the government,
actions taken (you can mention if they are successful or not), national priorities and
the most relevant solutions (you should try to focus on the most important ones);
4. Closing statement: Conclusion of the speech seeking to reaffirm the nation's
commitment and outlining the expectations of the committee's work.
SPEECH EXAMPLE FOR THE Speakers' LIST
[Note how this speech is based on the information written in the Position Paper
Example. In practice, the same strategy can be used to achieve a speech that is aligned to
the most important information in the country].
Thank you very much, chair, dear delegates, it is an honour for the delegate of Fiji
to address this renowned forum.
Humanity today finds itself in an extraordinary situation, despite unprecedented
knowledge, skills and resources, we are still endangering our own planet, threatened by
climate change. Within this, economics is one of the most important factors that has fuelled
the scale of this problem. That is why the solutions we put forward in this committee will be
vital to the transformation of international trade to one that puts the environment at the
centre.
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For
many years now, the Fiji delegate has emerged as a respected champion on the
international stage. We have recently put in place strategies such as our new National
Adaptation Plan 2018 or the Cities, Seas and Storms Island Initiative. In all these efforts, we
consider a multi-sectoral approach vision, i.e. looking at all possible options and
perspectives. However, depending on our national priorities, we will look to the committee
to focus on economic and financial solutions, as well as research and development.
This delegate is confident that if all countries identify key strategies and solutions, it
will be possible to move to an economic model that supports both international trade and
the environment. We therefore look forward to working together with the entire committee in
reaffirming our commitment to combating climate change.

Thank you very much and I yield my time to the table.

The present IV GUIDELINES were approved by the General Secretariat of UADYMUN
2021. The contents were drafted by the UADYMUN 2021 Academic Secretariat and with the
support of the UADYMUN 2021 Security Council Committee. The provisions are updated for
the 2021 edition of UADYMUN.

On behalf of the entire Academic Secretariat of UADYMUN 2021, we hope that these
guidelines will be useful to you in your preparation and participation in the Model, so that
you can use your full potential in the sessions.
We wish them the best of success,

C. Cecilia Celeste Patiño Cerón, C. Nayeli Carolina Montero Fernández, C. María
Jimena Díaz González, C. Andrés Herrera Esquivel
Academic Secretary 2021
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